
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of network consulting engineer. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for network consulting engineer

This level of engineer will be responsible for design, implementation, and
maintenance of firewall infrastructure including Fortigate, Palo Alto, and ASA
firewalls
This role researches developments in their assigned technology disciplines,
determines business requirements, proposes changes, and develops
migration and implementation plans as needed
In addition to the design and consultation responsibilities, this role will also
perform implementation and delivery of new security infrastructure including
refresh and migration activities, support the operations teams on escalated
incidents, and support off-hours maintenance activities for release
management and changes associated with assigned projects
Perform contract reviews and ensure risks are mitigated
Proactively address a change in business requirements by leveraging existing
network investments, and providing scalable options
Coordinate a team of virtual resources assigned to accomplish specific
technical tasks
Manage data collection, reporting, and trending for critical network devices
and components
Provide 24x7 on-call support based on division IT staff rotation and carries a
pager as warranted, to assist with the most complex troubleshooting,

Example of Network Consulting Engineer Job
Description
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Lead the build of technology operational models and work flows for the
division
Provide strategic contingency planning from a division network perspective

Qualifications for network consulting engineer

Knowledge of EIGRP, OSPF, BGP, Cisco & PaloAlto Firewalls, WAN
Optimization and iWANs
An opportunity to become an expert in network services, use that expertise
to build creative solutions to real business challenges and add to your
knowledge as you leave your mark on the world of tomorrow
A competitive salary and generous benefits
Significant experience working with security teams to plan and implement
network security including building/maintaining firewalls, applying
encryption, filtering policies, managing host security, file permissions, and
other related items
You're experienced with scripting languages such as Perl, Python, or Bash
Certifications Preferred – CCIE ( Preferred ), CCIP, CCNA, CCNP ( Plus )


